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BDInfo is a utility program developed by
Italian tech-guru Francesco Morone. It is an
out-of-the-box utility that will display a

well-structured graphical interface
requiring the user to specify the path to
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their Blu-ray disc or a dedicated folder on
the hard disk. BDInfo collects multiple
video and audio technical specifications
from Blu-ray discs, such as the playlist

file contents, the disc size, as well as the
stream codec and bitrate details. Also,
users can view the total length of their
files, along with the estimated size, thus
permitting them to calculate the total space
they need to backup the file to the PC. The
Codec section is the place where users can
view the full codec name, its corresponding
language, the bitrate and some additional
details. BDInfo enables users to generate
detailed reports regarding their discs, and
these can be saved to an external file that
can be analyzed at a later time. Users can
access the Report window when they want to
generate charts of the video bitrate and
frame size over time. Moreover, users can
choose to include a quick text summary
within their reports, along with the

corresponding stream diagnostics. Blu-ray to
YouTube videos: With the increase in the

number of users that create YouTube videos,
Blu-ray discs are gradually becoming a

popular choice for recording their videos.
However, recording Blu-ray discs is time
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consuming, as well as the resultant video
isn’t as good as that of the original DVD
version. This is why a number of utilities
are out there that will allow users to copy
the files from the Blu-ray disc to the PC in
a simple way. As far as Blu-ray to YouTube
videos are concerned, a pair of popular
applications are QTMovie and Blu-ray to
YouTube. In this article, we will compare
these two applications and provide an

overview of their features and abilities.
Blu-ray to YouTube videos: With the increase
in the number of users that create YouTube
videos, Blu-ray discs are gradually becoming
a popular choice for recording their videos.
However, recording Blu-ray discs is time
consuming, as well as the resultant video
isn’t as good as that of the original DVD
version. This is why a number of utilities
are out there that will allow users to copy
the files from the Blu-ray disc to the PC in
a simple way. As far as Blu-ray to YouTube
videos are concerned, a pair of popular
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* This simple utility will prompt you to
enter the path to your Blu-ray movie. * Once
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the path has been entered, you can then
easily get hold of all of the various

details, such as file size, the video codec
and so on. * This program will only display
all of these details once the Blu-ray has

been mounted. * As this is a simple utility,
it is easily used by beginners. * In

addition, all of the available features are
easy to understand and simple to use. * With
it, you will get an idea of how long your
Blu-ray collection is, as well as the codec
and bitrate used. * You can also find out

how many of your Blu-ray discs are stored as
ISO files. * Last, but not least, this

program will automatically generate a quick
text summary to add a nice touch to your

report. Keymacro Forum: Download:
========================= [New][Startup] How
to hide full name and profile picture in

Login Screen in Xubuntu 12.04/12.10 This is
a little helper which hides the full name
and profile picture of you and all other
users of the system, that are shown in the
login screen. The helper does not show up
everytime a user logs in. It is necessary,

that the file "~/.config/xubuntu-
desktop/autostart" contains the line Code:
xfce4-session-logout --logout-time=60 You
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can use the tool to test, if this works
correctly. To do this, you have to delete

the file Code: ~/.config/xubuntu-
desktop/autostart After that, you have to
log out of the desktop (the top button in
the left corner) and login again. You can

77a5ca646e
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* Analyze Blu-ray discs in a more
streamlined and intuitive way. * View basic
movie technical data. * Use a report
generating engine to create detailed reports
with a clean interface. * Quickly access a
variety of information about a Blu-ray. *
Get information about the disc, such as the
disc size, disc playlist, folder name and
folder size, as well as a variety of other
details. * Easily import, edit, and export
files. * Select all or part of a disc to
find information about it. * Quickly start,
pause, or stop playback of a Blu-ray disc. *
View images from the disc or images captured
from it. * Analyze video bitrates. * Analyze
the visual quality of an image or capture. *
Select the time and location of an image or
capture. * Analyze the image or capture. *
Export to various formats. * Create a wide
range of reports. * Create file analysis
reports. * Access movie file informations
and create reports. * Export the data you
collected to other applications. * A wide
range of language options. * A wide range of
advanced options. * Easy installation,
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uninstallation, and maintenance. * A simple
and intuitive user interface. * An easy to
understand user interface. * Quickly import
your files and create reports about them. *
An all-in-one report generator. * Extract
specific data from the Blu-ray disc. *
Extract high-quality video and audio streams
from Blu-ray discs. * Generate reports. *
Extract information about the disc. *
Generate detailed reports about the video
quality of a Blu-ray disc. * Extract
information about the audio quality of a Blu-
ray disc. * Extract information about the
visual quality of a Blu-ray disc. * Generate
a summary. * Quickly start, pause, or stop
playback of a Blu-ray disc. * Simple to use.
* Easy to use. * A graphical user interface.
* A modern user interface. * A quick and
easy to use application. * User-friendly
interface. * A modern and user-friendly
interface. * Quick to find what you need. *
Find what you want in the most intuitive
way. * Search with ease. * A unique search
tool. * An intuitive interface. *

What's New In BDInfo?

BDInfo is an out-of-the-box Blu-ray media
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diagnostic application developed by Blu-
ray.com, a well-known company specialized in
Blu-ray related products. The application is
a powerful software that allows users to
access the technical specifications of any
Blu-ray disc. More specifically, BDInfo
allows you to view the video bitrate and
frame size of any Blu-ray disc, as well as
the technical information of the disc, such
as the list of streams contained within, the
playlist file, the disc size, the disc ID
and the total file size. Furthermore, BDInfo
enables users to find out the disc's
language, codec name, and any other
technical information related to the Blu-ray
disc. Moreover, the application is capable
of exporting the complete list of your disc
files to a Word or PDF report, along with
the corresponding CDF and DVD+RW meta
information. Furthermore, users can generate
detailed reports regarding their discs, and
these can be saved to an external file that
can be analyzed at a later time. Users can
access the Report window when they want to
generate charts of the video bitrate and
frame size over time. This application is
not designed for legal uses. Other Features:
- See the technical information of a Blu-ray
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disc. - Analyze the disc's codec and
bitrate. - Extract the information from a
playlist file. - Find out the disc's
language. - View the disc's size. - Analyze
the total file size. - Generate charts of
the video bitrate and frame size over time.
- Read the entire CDF. - Read the entire
DVD+RW. - Generate detailed reports of the
disc's files. - Export the full list of your
disc files to a Word or PDF report. - Import
the generated report file. - Export the
recorded menu info to Word or PDF format. -
View or export the created reports as a
video file. - View the full disc content of
your Blu-ray disc. - View all the embedded
video streams and audio streams on a Blu-ray
disc. - View the copy protection and content
protection information. - View the public
key. - View or generate a list of the
detected errors on your Blu-ray disc. - View
the manufacturer and disc ID. - View the
discs inside a case. - Calculate the total
disc space needed to back up a video. - View
the bitrate of all the streams in the Blu-
ray disc. - View the frame size of all the
streams in the Blu-ray disc. - Convert your
video into any format. - Convert your video
into a file with a specific size. - Convert
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your video into a file with a specific
bitrate. - Convert your video into a file
with a specific duration. - Combine multiple
video
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System Requirements For BDInfo:

Standalone: Minimum specs are: OS: Windows
7/8/10 (64-bit recommended) Processor: Intel
Core i3-3160 @ 3.2GHz or AMD FX-6300 Memory:
8GB RAM Hard Drive: 25GB free space
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4400 or AMD
equivalent DirectX: Version 11 Network:
Broadband internet connection Web Browser:
Internet Explorer 11, Firefox, Chrome, or
Safari Additional Requirements: Multimedia
Codec:
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